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ABSTRACT

A common requirement in speech technology is to align two dif-
ferent symbolic representations of the same linguistic ‘message’.
For instance, we often need to align letters of words listed in a
dictionary with the corresponding phonemes specifying their pro-
nunciation. As dictionaries become ever bigger, manual alignment
becomes less and less tenable yet automatic alignment is a hard
problem for a language like English. In this paper, we describe
use of a form of the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm
to achieve automatic alignment of English text and phonemes.
The quality of alignment is assessed by the performance of a
pronunciation by analogy system using the aligned dictionary data.
We find excellent performance—the best so far reported in the
literature of letter-phoneme conversion—independent of the start
point for alignment, indicating that the EM search space is strongly
convex.

1. INTRODUCTION

The requirement commonly arises in speech technology to align
two linear, symbolic representations of the same linguistic entity.
One important example, which forms the focus of this paper,
is the alignment of the textual (orthographic or spelling) and
phonemic (pronunciation) representations of isolated words (of
English, in this work). The necessity to align text and phonemes
arises in, for instance, inferring the complete form of spelling-
pronunciation word pairs from elliptical entries in a dictionary [1].
Two further examples from the domain of text-to-speech (TTS)
synthesis suffice to motivate the search for powerful automatic
alignment techniques.

1. In (supervised) training of neural networks to per-
form spelling-to-sound conversion, as in the well-known
NETtalk and NETspeak of [2] and [3] respectively, it is
necessary to associate each letter of an input word with
a target output phoneme. In [2] and [3], alignment was
done manually, but this is time-consuming, error-prone, and
limits the size of datasets which can be used for training. As
speech synthesis becomes ever more data-driven [4] using
ever larger dictionaries and corpora, so manual alignment
becomes less and less tenable and the need for automatic
alignment methods increases.

2. Increasingly in recent years, an approach known aspronun-
ciation by analogy(PbA) has been used in TTS synthesis
to derive pronunciations for unknown words, i.e., those not
listed in the TTS system dictionary [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]

PbA assembles pronunciations for such (unknown) words
from partial matches to the (known) words listed in the
dictionary—a process which requires each letter of every
word in the dictionary to be aligned with a corresponding
phoneme in contiguous, one-to-one fashion.

Unfortunately, automatic alignment is a difficult problem.
Much of the difficulty arises because of the lack of regularity
(‘consistency’ and ‘transparency’) in the English writingsystem.
By ‘consistency’, we mean that the same grapheme always corre-
sponds to the same phoneme. In fact, English is notorious forthe
lack of consistency in its spelling-to-sound correspondence [12,
13]. For instance, the letterc is pronounced /s/ incider but /k/
in cat. On the other hand, the /k/ sound ofkitten is written with
a letterk. By ‘transparency’, we mean that a single grapheme
corresponds to a single phoneme [14, p. 17].

The lack of consistency in English orthography is problematic
for alignment since any given letter can potentially align with
(i.e., correspond to) many different phonemes. To illustrate the
problems which arise from lack of transparency, consider the word
(quay, /ki/), for which a reasonable alignment might be:

q u a y

k i

This word is not unusual for English in having fewer
phonemes than letters, necessitating the insertion of ‘null
phonemes’ in the transcription if a one-to-one mapping is tobe
maintained. Such null symbols are entirely ‘artificial’ in that they
play no role in specifying the pronunciation; their only purpose
is to maintain the one-to-one correspondence between letters and
phonemes. Yet it is not clear precisely where the nulls should be
placed, since the following is also a reasonable alignment:

q u a y

k i

This example illustrates a key aspect of the lack of trans-
parency in that letter combinations frequently correspondto a
single phoneme. Such letter combinations have been called “func-
tional spelling units” [15, 16]. Examples of functional spelling
units areth→ /�/, ch→ /tM/, and qu→ /k/ as in this example.
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Unfortunately, any of the letters of the functional spelling unit
could plausibly align with the corresponding phoneme.

More rarely, there are fewer letters than phonemes in a word
of English. Examples are (six, /s*ks/) and (sex, /s�ks/) in which the
single letterx maps to the two phonemes /ks/, so that ‘null letters’
may have to be introduced to maintain a one-to-one mapping.
(Sejnowski and Rosenberg actually invented a ‘new’ phoneme/K/
in NETtalk [2] to avoid introducing null letters.) Again, the
problem arises as to exactly where the nulls should be placed.
Worse yet, both problems—null letters and null phonemes—can
occur in the same word, as in the case of (axe, /aks/) for which a
reasonable alignment is:

a x e

a k s

These examples illustrate that there is no canonically correct
alignment of text and phonemes in every case, nor should we
expect this, since the process is essentially a computational con-
venience lacking any sound linguistic or theoretical basis. The
alignment problem is especially severe for languages like English
and French whose writing systems are ‘deep’, i.e., displaying a
complex relation between spelling and sound lacking consistency
and transparency, unlike the ‘shallow’ orthographies of Finnish
or Serbian, where the correspondence is mostly if not entirely
consistent and transparent [17, 18, 19, 20].

As a final illustration of the complexities of spelling-sound
correspondence in English, consider the word (made, /me*d/):

m a d e

m e* d

Here, the finale is ‘silent’ in the sense of aligning with a
null phoneme, but this is not to say that it has no effect on the
pronunciation; removing the finale yields the word (mad, /me*d/).
Thus, the finale acts in this case as a ‘marking’ [15], signalling
that the preceding vowel is lengthened or dipthongized,a→ /e*/.
(This contrasts with the finale of axewhich has no such marking
effect, illustrating the inconsistent and partly-arbitrary nature of
the English spelling system.) Markings can be seen as an interac-
tion of (the lack of) consistency and transparency, both of which
complicate the process of alignment.

Clearly, the automatic alignment of text and phonemes is nota
straightforward matter. In the remainder of this paper, we develop
an approach to alignment based on ideas originally developed by
Luk and Damper [21], but using much-improved algorithms.

2. ALIGNMENT BY DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING

Dynamic programming [22] offers a simple and powerful way to
align text and phonemes on the assumption that we have some
knowledge of the probability of a particular letter mappingto
a particular phoneme. In this work, knowledge about letter-
phoneme mappings will be compiled in an ‘association’ matrix, A
of dimensionL × P , whereL is the size of the letter inventory
(i.e., 26) andP is the size of the phoneme inventory (which is
44 here). The dynamic programming (DP) principle asserts that

$ f e* z $

# 0 0 0 0 0
p 0 9 0 0 0
h 0 2580 27 35 0
a 0 42 23098 937 0
s 0 79 3 45788 0
e 0 947 1732 2641 0
# 0 0 0 0 0

(a)

$ f e* z $

# 0, ǫ 0,→ 0,→ 0,→ 0,→
p 0, ↓ 9,ց 9,→ 9,→ 9,→
h 0, ↓ 2580,ց 2580,→ 2580,→ 2580,→
a 0, ↓ 2580, ↓ 25678,ց 25678,→ 25678,→
s 0, ↓ 2580, ↓ 25678, ↓ 71446,ց 71446,→
e 0, ↓ 2580, ↓ 25678, ↓ 71446, ↓ 71446,ց
# 0, ↓ 2580, ↓ 25678, ↓ 71446, ↓ 71446,ց

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) B matrix of letter-phoneme associations for the word
(phase/fe*z/). The word is delimited by # and $ in the letter
and phoneme domains respectively. See text for explanationof
entries. (b) Table of cumulative associations found by dynamic
programming, together with the production or ‘move’ from the
precursor cell which maximizes this value. This table can be
viewed as a superposition ofC andD matrices (see text).

the global solution to a path-finding problem can be found by a
sequence of locally-optimal steps; in other words, no localnon-
optimality can contribute to a globally-optimal solution.

The process of aligning text and phonemes for a specific word
can be cast as a path-finding problem by building a table, or
B matrix, indexed by the letters of the word’s spelling and the
phonemes of its pronunciation. This is illustrated for the word
(phase, /fe*z/) in Figure 1(a). The entries in this matrix are to be
interpreted as degrees of ‘association’ between each letter and each
phoneme. The procedure for inferring these entries is detailed in
later sections. Note that we have added word delimiters (# and $
for letter and phoneme domains respectively), with an association
of 0 for (#, $). This is done to allow the DP algorithm to align
the leading letter or phoneme of a word with a null; otherwise
the first letter would always align with the first phoneme. The
‘best’ alignment of letters and phonemes is then defined by the
path from the top-left entry of the matrix to the bottom-right which
maximizes the accumulation of association values along this path.

To find this best alignment, we introduce two new
matricesC andD. Matrix C is a table of accumulated associations,
such that each entry is the maximum accumulated associationup
to that point in the table (i.e., up to that point in the alignment).
Matrix D holds pointers indicating the precursor cell from which
the DP algorithm moved to each cell. TheC andD matrices are
filled left-to-right, top-to-bottom using some appropriate form of
simple recursive maximization equation. At the end of the process,
theC matrix holds the maximum accumulated association for the
complete word in its bottom right cell, and the best alignment can
be found by tracing pointers back from the bottom right cell of
theD matrix.

We have used the Needleman and Wunsch implementation



of DP [23], since it is simple, well-known and performed wellin
preliminary, exploratory investigations. The specific form of the
recursive maximization equation for a given wordw is:

Ci,j = max







Ci−1,j−1 + Bi−1,j−1,

Ci−1,j − δ,

Ci,j−1 − δ







1 ≤ i ≤ |lw |
1 ≤ j ≤ |pw|

where |lw| and|pw| are the lengths wordw in terms of letters
and phonemes (including delimiters) respectively, andδ is some
suitably chosen penalty term which here is set to 0.

Figure 1(b) shows theC andD matrices found for the word
(phase, /fe*z/) with the associations tabulated in Figure 1(b). For
ease of illustration, the two matrices are shown superimposed.
If the maximization chose theCi−1,j−1 + Bi−1,j−1 argument,
corresponding to a diagonal move in theB andC matrices, the
entry in the D matrix is “ց”. If the maximization chose
the Ci−1,j argument, corresponding to a vertical move in
theB andC matrices, the entry in theD matrix is “↓”, correspond-
ing to alignment of a letter with a null phoneme. If the maxi-
mization chose theCi,j−1 argument, corresponding to a horizontal
move in theB andC matrices, the entry in theD matrix is “→”,
corresponding to alignment of a phoneme with a null letter. The
“ǫ” in the top left cell indicates the start for the DP alignmentfrom
which no back-tracing is possible. The maximal association(or
DP score) for the word is align(phase) = 71446. By tracing point-
ers back from the bottom right entry, the alignment is found as:

p h a s e

f e* z

It only remains to find theA matrix and thereafter we can
align any word in the dictionary. This is done using a form of
the EM algorithm, which is the subject of the next section.

3. ESTIMATING ASSOCIATIONS WITH THE EM
ALGORITHM

The expectation-maximum (EM) algorithm is an iterative ap-
proach to the solution of maximum-likelihood estimation prob-
lems when there are data missing from the set of observations
and/or the likelihood function cannot be easily differentiated to
find its maxima [24, 25]. The algorithm interleaves two steps,
starting from initial, assumed values for the missing data:

1. the E-step, in which the expected value of the likeli-
hood is found with respect to the unknown values, us-
ing the current estimate of the parameters, conditioned
on the observations.

2. the M-step, in which this expectation is maximized to yield
a new set of parameters.

The E- and M-steps are iterated with each iteration guaranteed
to increase the likelihood until convergence to a local maximum
of the likelihood function. Convergence is proved by Dempster,
Laird and Rubin [24] and Wu [26] among others. Like other
optimization techniques that find local maxima by gradient ascent,
the particular local maximum found depends on the start point of
the iteration—i.e., the assumed initial values of the missing data.

In the specific case of letter-phoneme alignment, the ob-
served data are the words listed in the dictionary in terms of
their paired spellings/pronunciations. The missing data are the
parameters describing the probabilistic correspondence between
words and letters which underlie the alignment process and which
are compiled into matrixA. As mentioned in Section 4 below,
we maximize not the likelihood for wordw at iterationk but
the maximal DP score (as described in the previous section)
given the association matrix from the iteration. Hence, the
process must start with an association matrixA0 initialized with
some appropriate values.

The simplest way to obtainA0 is the naı̈ve initialization,
found as follows. Processing each word of the dictionary in turn,
every time a letterl and a phonemep appear in the same word
irrespective of relative position, the corresponding elementa0

lp

of A0 is incremented. After the first pass through the dictionary,
each elementa0

lp contains a count of the number of times letterl

and phonemep appear in the same word. This is not of course to
say that they align; the rationale is that a specificl andp canonly
align if they describe the same word. Although we do not expect
this to give a very good estimate ofA, an initial alignment can
now be attempted. (Note that there will have been no nulls in the
original dictionary data and, hence, there are no null entries inA0.)

Once we have this (imperfect) alignment, we can now perform
a second pass through the dictionary to produce a new and better
association matrixA1 with elementsa1

lp which count the number
of times letterl and phonemep appearat the same (aligned)
position i. At this first iteration, nulls are now possible as a
consequence of the DP matching so that letters can now associate
with null phonemes and phonemes can associate with null letters.
Proceeding as before, a new set of candidate alignments can
be produced and scored, a new ‘best’ alignment again selected,
and A1 updated toA2. Further iterations can then be used
to improve the alignments, and the estimates of the association
matrix, until convergence.

By its use of a step in which expectations of new cor-
respondences are computed (using the current estimate of the
correspondences conditioned on the dictionary data) followed by
a maximization step, this can be seen as an EM-like algorithm.

4. ISSUES WITH THE ALIGNMENT ALGORITHM

As a form of gradient ascent procedure, convergence is to a local
maximum and (potentially) depends upon the start point, i.e., the
matrixA0. One possible start point uses the simplenaı̈veapproach
of the previous section. Intuitively, this has the disadvantage of
allowing any letter to associate with any phoneme, no matterthat
one might appear at the beginning of a long word and the other at
the end. Hence, an attractive possibility is to weight the entriesa0

lp

inversely according to the difference of the position indices of
the l andp symbols. (For example, the position-index difference
between letterh and phoneme /z/ of (phase, /fe*z/) is |2 − 3| = 1).
Another possibility is to use the manual alignments devisedfor
training NETtalk [2] and/or NETspeak [3] to obtainA0. Further,
Black, Lenzo and Pagel [27] have described a similar algorithm
to ours in which they specify a set of “allowables”, i.e., letters
and phonemes which can plausibly associate on the basis of prior
intuitive knowledge of letter-phoneme correspondences. This can
be used to define binary values fora0

lp (which become continuous
on subsequent EM iterations). One of our aims was to evaluatethe
wide variety of possibilities for initialization.



Evaluating the effectiveness of any alignment algorithm is
problematic, since there is no ‘gold standard’ canonicallycorrect
alignment in all cases (see Introduction). Scoring on the basis
of human judgement is likely to be subjective and inconsistent
between judges and is, in any case, not practical for the sortof
very large dictionaries that we wish to use. Although it is possible
(and sensible) to have a human expert check obvious problem
cases (e.g.,axe, know, phase, . . . ), this does not amount to a
full and thorough evaluation. Thus, we have decided to assess
our alignment results according to the number of words correctly
transcribed by a pronunciation by analogy (PbA) system. For
this purpose, we have used the PbA system of Marchand and
Damper [10].

Another issue is what we have previously called the ‘harmo-
nization’ of the different phoneme inventories used by different
researchers and/or dictionary compilers [28]. Thus, if we wish to
use the NETtalk manual alignment to estimateA0 in order to align
a dictionary such as BEEP (see below), we must have some way
of mapping the different sets of phoneme used by NETtalk and
BEEP onto a common set. Space does not allow specification of
our harmonization scheme here: details are available from the first
author.

Finally, the EM algorithm is properly a probabilistic algo-
rithm. We experimented with various normalizations, correspond-
ing to various probabilistic models, but none performed as well as
using simple (unnormalized) frequency counts directly from the
association matrixA. Hence, all results presented here use this
formulation. This is the reason we refer to our algorithm as “EM-
like”. The effect of using unnormalized counts (rather thanproper
probabilities) on convergence is unknown but, as we shall see, this
did not prove to be an issue in practice.

5. RESULTS

Starting from several different initializations, we have aligned the
British English Example Pronunciation (BEEP) dictionary,avail-
able fromhttp://mi.eng.cam.ac.uk/comp.speech, as
this is typical of the size and content used for current speech
technology applications. BEEP was constructed by amalgamating
several public domain dictionaries to yield a large composite.
The version used here contained 257,033 words. Note that
there has been no strong quality control in constructing BEEP.
Consequently, it contains several erroneous word entries (e.g.,
INDISPUTABLE for indissoluble, UNDILAPIDATED for undiluted)
and transcriptions (e.g., forabnegation). Those which we discov-
ered have been removed. We also removed all words with mul-
tiple pronunciations (for conformity with the evaluation protocol
in [10]). This gives a dictionary with 198,632 entries in all.

The initializations used were: naı̈ve; a weighted scheme
with W = 40

1+|d|
where the factor of 40 was empirically set and

d is the letter-phoneme position-index difference; the NETtalk
manual alignment; the NETspeak manual alignment; various
random alignments. The convergence criterion was that there
was no change as betweenAk andAk−1. For all initializations,
convergence was achieved in between 6 to 8 iterations.

Figures 2(a) and (b) show the association matrices for the
naı̈ve initialization both initially,A0, and at convergence,A7. The
larger association values in Fig. 2(a) are a consequence of the
overcounting mentioned above. As expected, the matrix is consid-
erably less random (i.e., peakier) at convergence. Quantitatively,
the (negative) entropy of theA0 matrix was 8.84 bits whereas that
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Fig. 2. Association matrices for the naı̈ve initialization both
initially, A0, and at convergence,A7.

of the converged matrix was 5.24 bits; these figures compare with
10.13 bits for the equiprobable case. Encouragingly, the strongest
peaks at convergence, corresponding to the major letter-phoneme
associations, are also among the strongest peaks inA0, indicating
that the naı̈ve initialization, albeit very simple, still provides an
effective start point for our algorithm.

There is a wealth of information about letter-phoneme corre-
spondences in English to be gleaned from theA matrix obtained at
convergence. Since nulls are introduced into the aligned dictionary
only at the DP matching stage and do not figure in theA matrix,
they are not considered explicitly in the remarks that follow. With
this proviso, the commonest correspondence overall wasn→ /n/.
The commonest letter participating in correspondences isi, which
occurs 148,913 times in the matrix. This is slightly surprising
as the commonest letter overall ise. The apparent discrepancy
is explained by the number of times lettere participates in a
functional spelling unit such asea and so aligns with null (with
the lettera aligning with the vowel phoneme). The least common
letter participating in correspondences isq, which occurs just
17 times. Again,q almost invariably occurs in aqu functional
spelling unit, withq aligning with a null phoneme, which reduces



Best Single Best Combination All 5
NAÏVE 00100 10100 11111
Words (%) 85.8 87.3 86.0
Phonemes (%) 97.5 97.8 97.6

Best Single Best Combination All 5
W WEIGHTED 00100 10100 11111
Words (%) 85.8 87.3 86.0
Phonemes (%) 97.5 97.8 97.6

Best Single Best Combination All 5
NETTALK 00100 10100 11111
Words (%) 86.0 87.4 86.1
Phonemes (%) 97.6 97.8 97.6

Best Single Best Combination All 5
NETSPEAK 00100 10100 11111
Words (%) 86.0 87.4 86.2
Phonemes (%) 97.6 97.9 97.7

Best Single Best Combination All 5
RANDOM 00100 10100 11111
Words (%) 85.9 87.3 86.0
Phonemes (%) 97.5 97.8 97.6

Table 1. Results when alignment of the BEEP dictionary is
assessed by the performance of a pronunciation by analogy sys-
tem, for various initializations. Words with null letters in their
alignments have been ignored at this stage.

its count in the matrix. The commonest phoneme is /*/ at
138,176 occurrences, which can be understood from the frequency
with which letteri occurs and the fact thati → /*/ is a very common
correspondence (at 109,508 occurrences). Schwa, /�/, is relatively
less common than /*/ at 190,975 occurrences. Intuitively, one
might expect schwa to be the commonest vowel, but it is perhaps
more likely than /*/ to align with a null letter. Of the letters,
o displays most variability in its association with phonemes,
with no less than nine correspondences with a frequency count
of 1000 or more. The least variability is shown by letterm, which
almost always associates with phoneme /m/. Schwa displays easily
the most variability in its association with letters, participating in
five correspondences (with lettersa, e, i, o and u) with a count
greater than 1000. The least variable phoneme was /8/, which
associated with lettern in all but just 2 cases.

Alignment results were assessed using PbA. The Marchand
and Damper PbA system uses multiple (5) criteria to score can-
didate pronunciations. There is, however, a problem in thatPbA
was designed to transcribe text in which there will obviously be
no null letters. Yet here, null letters have been added to the
alignments of many words. Our first step, then, has been to ignore
any words with null letters, reducing the number of words to be
tested to approximately 177,000. (The number varies with the
exact initialization used.) This is an obvious simplification of the
problem, but should nonetheless yield interesting insights.

Table 1 shows results obtained for words without null letters
in terms of words and phonemes correctly pronounced for eachof
the initializations used. (Note that 5 random initializations were
actually used, but results were very similar and so figures for only
one are given here). In each case, we show the results for the
best single scoring criterion of the 5, for the best combination, and
when all 5 are combined as described in [10]. Note that 10100

in the column heading indicates that scoring strategies 1 and 3
as described in [10, pp. 207–8] provided the best combination
performance for all initializations. Although space precludes a
full description of our PbA, we mention that strategy 1 takes
the product of arc frequencies along the shortest path in the
pronunciation lattice, whereas strategy 3 counts the number of
identical pronunciations having the same shortest path length.
Strategy 1 is relatively popular in PbA (e.g., [9]) whereas we are
not aware that any other researchers have ever used strategy3,
which turns out to be best performing single strategy overall.

The performance figures in Table 1 are remarkably consistent.
It seems that the initialization has little effect (although the
difference between the best result of 86.2% and the worst of 86.0%
is actually significant: binomial test,p ∼ 0.007). We infer that the
EM search space is strongly convex.

We believe this to be the best performance ever reported on
English letter-phoneme conversion in terms of word accuracy on
a large dictionary. Previously [28], we obtained 71.8% words cor-
rect using PbA on a much smaller dictionary (the 16,280 manually-
aligned words used to train NETspeak [3]. A further observation
is that using all 5 strategies does not give best performance, as it
did for our earlier work with smaller dictionaries [10]. From our
previous experience of evaluating letter-to-phoneme conversion
systems [28], we believe these results to be outstandingly good.
We must remember, however, that we have simplified the problem
by ignoring words with nulls. Arguably, this gives a too optimistic
view of the PbA results. However, if PbA were to getall the
words with null letters wrong, the 85.8% words correct for best
single strategy, naı̈ve start point, would fall to 76.1%—still a very
respectable result.

To gain further insight into this issue, PbA was used directly
to produce pronunciations for all 198,632 words including those
with null letters in their alignment, treating the latter asa legitimate
input symbol (even though it never could be in practice). Again,
there was little difference between results for the variousdifferent
initializations. Interestingly, the results for the best combination
averaged 82.3% words correct, showing that high accuracy is
potentially achievable if only ‘missing’ nulls in the PbA input
could be appropriately introduced.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have described a form of the EM algorithm, used with dynamic
programming to align a dictionary of word spellings and their
pronunciations. Such alignment problems commonly occur in
natural language processing and speech technology. The issues
which arise in solving this important problem have been detailed
and discussed. The quality of the obtained alignment has been
assessed using pronunciation by analogy to derive pronunciations
for all words in the dictionary from their spelling, using the aligned
data as a knowledge base. Since the EM algorithm is effectively
a gradient ascent procedure prone to finding local maxima, align-
ment has been performed from a variety of initializations, or start
points.

This work is not particularly novel in terms of the algorithms
developed and employed. For instance, Ristad and Yianilos [29]
use dynamic programming in conjunction with the EM algorithm,
but to learn edit distances between two strings. Since the string
edit operations of insertion and deletion can be interpreted as the
introduction of nulls into one string or another—either theword’s
spelling or its pronunciation—there is clearly a strong relation



between the two pieces of work. However, although Ristad
and Yianilos consider the problem of pronunciation modelling
in speech technology, they do not consider alignment problems
as such. As for claimed novelty, we believe this to be the
most comprehensive study to date of letter-phoneme alignment,
at the same time achieving the best reported performance on the
difficult task of letter-phoneme conversion of unknown words
of English. Since the aligned BEEP dictionary is a poten-
tially valuable resource, the version obtained from the NETs-
peak initialization (which produced best performance on letter-
phoneme conversion) is made freely available for research use at
http://festvox.org/packed/data/damper.
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